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To be successful in business you need to be dynamic,
flexible, and efficient. But companies lose that edge
when they have to wait to update their websites. You’ve
probably heard the frustration first hand: Why in this
day and age does it take an IT person to fix the
smallest thing like a spelling mistake?

DMXReady Site Engine Manager gives control back to
the people with this powerful content management tool.
Site Engine Manager is both a website and its own
HTML editor that anyone with basic Internet and word
processing skills can use. No more calling IT, no more
calling the web designer for a “small favor,” no more
waiting at all. Anyone in the office can make website
changes on the fly in seconds. Admin restrictions and
security allows only those in the office who have
password authorization to edit content.

More Control For the Designer Too
Unlike similar software such as Macromedia
Contribute, DMXReady Site Engine Manager is fully
open source, effectively giving you two levels of control.
You can modify the script and HTML code, change the
look and feel of the admin pages, even brand it as your
own. But by limiting the editable regions, casual users
have no chance of “ruining” the basic layout of the
website. You can even plug-in other DMXReady
applications directly into the Site Engine Manager for
seamless integration.

Not up to customizing the script yourself? You can hire
a freelance ASP programmer to modify the scripts for
you, usually for very little money. Find out more here: 

http://dmxready.helpserve.com/index.php?_m=knowled
gebase&_a=viewarticle&kbarticleid=61
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IT For The Masses

The days when clients were willing to wait
for even the smallest change to their
websites is over. Many companies are
frustrated with the lack of control they
have over their content, and feel “held
hostage” by their overworked IT
department or Webmaster.

Now you can give your clients the freedom
to add, edit, and delete their own content
with DMXReady Site Engine Manager. Let
your clients feel the power of truly
independent content management!

Empower Your Clients

With DMXReady Site Engine Manager, anyone can:

Quickly update their own content
Add new pages and delete or disable old ones
Upload and display/link images, PDF files, Word Documents, and other media files
Manage content style and design within editable regions
Create links
Control Meta Tags
Use CSS Styles
Fully manage their own content! 

http://dmxready.helpserve.com/index.php?_m=knowledgebase&_a=viewarticle&kbarticleid=61


Give IT to Your Clients

You’ve heard it from your clients before. “I found
another little thing I want changed…” or “Can you
update this for me right now?” and “How much will it
cost to…?” Powering up Dreamweaver, making the
changes, and uploading to your client’s server takes
time out of your day – and sometimes you may not
even bill for it. And what happens when you are on
vacation or otherwise unavailable? You have frustrated
clients who are wishing they could make the change
themselves…

Now they can when you convert their website to the
powerful DMXReady Site Engine Manager. Your clients
will be able to fix spelling mistakes, change their listed
hours of operation, upload new menus/price lists/media
files, even add/edit/delete pages right from their own
desktop. In fact, changes can be made from anywhere
in the world with an Internet connection.

Not only will this lead to happier clients, it will also
mean less callbacks for you. After all, the fun is in the
design not the maintenance!

Give Yourself a Break!

Learning Dreamweaver can have a long learning curve,
and even the most dedicated do-it-yourselfers have a
difficult time simply putting together a useable website.
With DMXReady Site Engine Manager, the “website in
a box,” you don’t even need an independent HTML
editor – Site Engine Manager has a powerful
WYSIWYG editor built right in. Create tables, use CSS
styles, and import graphics just as you would with any
other program. Just upload Site Engine Manager to
your Windows server, enter the Admin pages through
any standard web browser, and start building your
website! The built-in basic web template is the perfect
platform to launch your web presence.

But the real power of Site Engine Manager is its open
source environment. You can use Dreamweaver to
change all HTML code, change the script, change
anything within the source files themselves. Many
designers over the years have told us how they learned
scripting simply by modifying their DMXReady
applications.

Even if making scripting and HTML changes sounds
too ambitious for you, DMXReady hosts its Designer
Network to help you connect with professional
designers familiar with DMXReady. You can also find
your own freelance programmer to help modify the
script to exactly what you need!
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Are You a Web Professional? Are You a Do-It-Yourselfer?

Building a better website means adding
function and features that make it easier
for your visitors to use, and easier for you
to maintain. Because dynamic websites
allow anyone with basic Internet skills to
self-manage content, changes can be
made immediately – even during strategy
sessions and meetings – so that decisions
are instantly implemented.

This improves efficiencies, reduces stress,
and empowers all employees and web
owners with the ability to get the job done
without relying on others.

Improving Your Efficiencies



1. Upload DMXReady Site Engine Manager files to
Your Web Server
Use Dreamweaver, another HTML editor, or any FTP
program to upload your files to your server.

2. Define your Website Settings
Add your logo, define Admin username/password, set
e-mail preferences, plug in all other DMXReady
applications, and more in the Settings Page accessible
through any standard web browser.

3. Set Up Web Pages
In the Admin area, change all the menu links of the
included sample pages to reflect those of your current
site, or delete all sample pages and start from scratch.

4. Transfer Web Content from Existing Site
Cut and paste all content from a live website, original
HTML WYSIWYG files, or cut and paste from code
view (recommended – simply copy all content between
the <Body> tags, but not including them, and paste
them in the code view of Site Engine Manager’s 
built in WYSIWYG editor).

5. Go Live!
To make this “live,” simply delete the index.htm or 
appropriate page (after creating a backup copy) in 
Dreamweaver Remote View or FTP software, and 
the index.asp page will become the pointer default. 
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Migrate Your Current Website in Five Steps

DMXReady Site Engine Manager is fully
open source, so you can modify the script,
HTML code, and design using
Dreamweaver or any other HTML editor.
DMXReady encourages the spirit of
creativity, and even those with the most
basic of design skills can make changes to
the template. Just keep a backup of your
original Zip files, and you can never make
an irreversible mistake!

Fully Customizable to Your Needs

After purchasing DMXReady Site Engine Manager, you can migrate your existing website in five steps,
or create a whole new website from scratch. Detailed instructions are available on the DMXReady
website, but here is a brief five-step overview of the process:

Click Here to See More

Customization Examples



Q. Won’t I lose money if I give my clients the power
to change their own website?

A. That depends. If you consistently charge for every
minor change including spelling, etc. then you may lose
some money. But if you are like most web designers
and developers, site maintenance is more of a chore
than anything, and can get in the way of your true
calling: web design.

In fact, you may actually make more money in the
process. Many clients want to be able to manage their
own content, and may be looking to switch to a new
system now. By contacting them directly and offering to
install it for them, not only are you drumming up more
sales but you also remove the risk of losing those
clients to a different designer who offers them a content
management package.

Q. Why would my clients want to manage their own
web content?

A. Chances are your clients are begging for a way to
manage their own content – for all the reasons covered
in the first couple of pages. Submit a proposal, feel
them out, let them know the benefits of a Content
Management System (CMS). Even if they pass, they
will appreciate the fact that you are ahead of the curve,
and keeping their best interests in mind.

Q. Is this the end of web design?

A. No! Again, this is about web content management,
not web design. Everyone knows how to use Microsoft
Word, but the world still needs writers. And your clients
will still need your design skills to develop functional
and attractive websites.

Q. What’s the difference between Site Engine
Manager and Macromedia Contribute?

A. Both do content management, but Site Engine
Manager gives more control to the web designer and
the content user. Where Contribute simply allows users
to change content, Site Engine Manager has the
website built right into its code and database. Also, Site
Engine Manager is open source and fully customizable
for total control at the script and HTML code level – a
single Developer License gives you unlimited use of
this script and code.

Q. Can I offer Site Engine Manager to all my
clients?

A. By purchasing the Developer’s License, you are free
to use Site Engine Manager in as many of your web
designs as you like. You can also fully brand it with
your logo or Private Label. The name “DMXReady”
need never appear anywhere.
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FAQ - Web Designers and Developers

HTML editors like Dreamweaver are great
at designing and developing websites. But
let’s face it, making small changes could
be done more easily. With dedicated
content management software like
DMXReady’s Site Engine Manager, it is.
Now you can make changes quickly from
any Internet connection in the world,
rather than the one computer on Earth that
has both your software and files.

Designers still build the homes, but now
they don’t have to do all the house
cleaning too...

Web Design is Not Web Content



Q. Can I really design my website using DMXReady
Site Engine Manager?

A. Yes. Site Engine Manager contains a fully-functional
HTML editor built right in. However, if you have already
taken the time to learn Dreamweaver you may want to
use it for its powerful features – after all, it only makes
sense that this larger, dedicated HTML editor will be
“better” than the built-in editor. Site Engine Manager’s
real strength lies in content management, not design.

Any changes to the files themselves (i.e. the index.asp
file, etc.) still need to be made in an HTML editor. 

Q. Why hire a designer if I have DMXReady Site
Engine Manager?

A. Just because you know how to use Microsoft Word
does not necessarily make you the world’s best writer.
Site Engine Manager, like Dreamweaver, is a tool to
help designers get their ideas working on the web. But
like anything that is DIY from house renovations to
fixing the car or building a fence, the fun is learning
how to do it with your own two hands. Site Engine
Manager helps make that process easier!

Q. Can I use DMX Site Engine Manager with my
other DMXReady applications?

A. Yes. In fact, you just have to upload the apps to your
site, plug it into a page, and all the data will
automatically appear on your web page.

Q. Do I need to know web design to install
DMXReady Site Engine Manager?

A. No. All files are easily uploaded to your web server
through any FTP program so you never have to touch
an external HTML editor. And with the included basic
template, you can simply add your content and be
ready for launch! However, you will need an HTML
editor for customization of the basic structure.

Q. How easy is it to customize Site Engine
Manager?

A. All HTML code and scripts are fully open source, so
anyone can modify and customize their DMXReady
applications to meet their needs. There are many
books and even free sources on the Internet that will
give you tips on web design. In fact, many of our
customers have told us they learned scripting and
HTML simply by modifying DMXReady applications! If
you ever get stuck, you can contract a professional
designer or ASP programmer at a fraction of the cost of
building your application from scratch.
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FAQ - Do-It-Yourselfers

Almost every professional web designer
working today is self-taught, so in a sense
we are all “do-it-yourselfers” from
somewhere in the past. It does not take
any special diplomas or degrees to create
a website, only the time and desire to
learning the coding. There are several
resources available for you, but we
recommend the Macromedia Dreamweaver
Developer Center, at least as a starting
point.

DIY Design



DMXReady Site Engine Manager is the perfect tool for easy, no-hassle content management. Using the power of
database-driven pages and “on the fly” editing, everyone has the power to become their own Webmaster!

Test drive the Site Engine Manager live online:
User Demo: http://www.demo.dmxready.com/index.asp
Admin Demo: http://www.demo.dmxready.com/admin/SiteEngineManager/manage.asp

Find out more about DMXReady Site Engine Manager by visiting our website:
http://www.dmxready.com/productdetails.asp?mid=5&incid=11&ItemID=93

Learn more about database-driven website design at the Macromedia website:
http://www.adobe.com/devnet/dreamweaver/articles/datasource.html

Find out more about contracting a professional ASP programmer at the best rates possible:
http://dmxready.helpserve.com/index.php?_m=knowledgebase&_a=viewarticle&kbarticleid=61

Purchase DMXReady Site Engine Manager or the Website Kit (Starter Edition) right now and save 25% off either
the Single-Site License (for use with only one website) or the Developer License (unlimited usage). Simply enter
GDWP in the Promo Code section of the order form, and your purchase will automatically be discounted.

DMXReady Site Engine Manager:
http://www.dmxready.com/productdetails.asp?mid=5&incid=11&ItemID=93

DMXReady Website Kit (Starter Edition):
http://www.dmxready.com/productdetails.asp?mid=5&incid=11&ItemID=121
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LinksDMXReady Site Engine Manager

Save 25% on Your Purchase of Site Engine Manager or
Website Starter Kit!



Improve
Efficiencies

With “standard” websites, all
changes have to go through the
site Webmaster: a designated
person familiar with web design,
an IT department, or an outside
contractor. But if the Webmaster
is too busy or on vacation and
cannot get to it right away, even
the smallest change like fixing a
spelling mistake is delayed.

A Content Management System
(CMS) empowers all employees
with the ability to make their
own changes. Anyone with
basic Internet skills can quickly
add, edit, or delete content.

Streamline
Workflow

As the old saying goes, too
many cooks spoil the broth. The
more hands that your changes
pass through, the higher the
chance for mistakes.

With a CMS, any authorized
person including the web owner,
department managers, and
other administrators can make
changes “on the fly” without
extensive design knowledge.
Product Managers update their
own products, Human
Resources update their own
contact lists, and SOHOs keep
it all in-house.

Make Changes
Anywhere

Powerful HTML editors like
Macromedia Dreamweaver and
Microsoft FrontPage are great
tools for designing websites. But
they are not so good for content
management. One change
requires accessing all the pages
through the program, which is
usually housed in one fixed
location and can be made only
by those familiar with HTML
editing.

With a CMS, all the required
tools to add, edit, and delete
content are on the server so
that anyone with basic web
skills can make changes from
any Internet connection.

Save Time and
Money

Anytime you make a change to
your website, it costs money.
This is especially true if you
sub-contract your Webmaster
needs out to a professional
designer. Not only are you
paying designer-sized fees for
something as simple as fixing a
spelling mistake, but making
that change takes time to open
the program, find the right file,
make the change, and upload
again. There may also be
minimum billable hours or fees
involved.

CMS allows anyone to make
that change – and quickly.  A
spelling mistake takes literally
only seconds to fix. You save
time and money doing it
yourself.

Change Text,
Images, Links...

The most powerful CMS
software packages allow you to
change not just your text, but
every element of your website’s
editable regions including
images, media (e.g. Flash,
Word, PDF, Windows Media
files) and links. With built-in
WYSIWYG editors and
Cascading Style Sheets, you
still have full control over the
look and feel of your web
content.

Five Ways a CMS Can Work for You

These five ways very generally describe how a Content Management System (CMS) can help businesses and SOHOs
create more effective web solutions. Ask your own Webmaster or website designer about how you can benefit from
implementing your own CMS strategy to streamline workflow, save time and money, and improve your efficiencies!



DMXReady.com is your source for the database-driven
applications that your customers are asking for. You
don't have to spend hundreds or even thousands of
dollars to hire an experienced developer. For a very
LOW price, you can have a professionally built
application that can be easily added to any website and
customized using the number one development tool:
Dreamweaver MX. All DMXReady apps are built in
Dreamweaver, allowing Designers to easily customize
the look & feel of each app to seamlessly blend in with
their clients’ sites. The apps can also be used as-is
right out of the box, wrapped inside a Dreamweaver
template or included in an existing dynamic web page.

What are DMXReady Apps? 
DMXReady apps are "Dreamweaver-built" database
applications that utilize ASP scripting and an MS
Access database to instantly turn a static website into a
dynamic, database-driven business tool.

Who should use DMXReady Apps? 
Whether you're a web designer, web developer or
programmer, DMXReady offers the easiest and
quickest way to add powerful Internet applications to
your websites. All applications are built using
Macromedia's Dreamweaver MX, this guarantees you
have complete control to customize the applications
"look & feel" any way you wish using the features and
visual design tools of Dreamweaver. Although aimed at

the professional, anyone with experience in HTML
coding or web design programs can also learn
scripting; in fact some of our customers say that with
the help of our open-source apps, they have actually
taught themselves basic scripting techniques!

Contact us anytime with your questions, comments, or
concerns at:

info@dmxready.com

or visit us online at:

http://www.dmxready.com
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About DMXReady and Contact Information

"We needed a fast affordable solution, one
that was proven to work and could be
implemented in our existing website –
DMXReady was the answer!"

www.questcomputing.co.uk

"I have found DMXReady applications
excellent for increasing a website’s
interactivity. I have no hesitation in
recommending their applications to any
small web design business!" 

www.creedster.net.au/

"DMXready has enabled me to implement
an ASP/MS Access solution for my website
CD catalogue with no prior knowledge of
ASP."

www.indie-cds.com

"Amazing product, straight to the point, no
fuss, great price, ready-to-go, easy to
make money (bottom line!). I'd swear by
DMX Ready, well done you guys…I
recommend you all the time."

www.saevents.co.za

Client Testimonials

You may distribute this document freely to any
interested persons providing that it is in its complete
and original form (with the exception of the Benefits
Tear Sheet). Extra copies, including possible future

updates, can be found at: www.dmxready.com


